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Town Meeting 

06/6/2019 

 

Chair:  

Co-chair:  

Secretary:  

 

Precursors: 

SAB:  

N/A 

Staff Meeting: 

Arena scheduling 

Class Meetings: 

Announcements: 

Library: not open space for tomfoolery 

Saturday show of 4100 in auditorium, start 

time is 7:30, hbwoodlawn.tix.com 
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Tyler Witman will take a seventh grade TA 

as his class, Songwriting will become 

blocked class 

 

 

 

 

Motions: 

Yearbook club:  

No yearbook class next year, so to fill the 

spot, with gabby, schedule TBA for next 

year, PASSES 

Mural, motion to approve general idea and 

focus on details at a later point, goal is to 

give some feedback and let the artist move 

on 

Cost approximation: around $10k including 

installation 
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We’ll never come to an agreement on the 

perfect piece for each individual person, so 

we should trust the artist and let them move 

forward if we like the design 

Email casey at casey.robinson@apsva.us to 

be part of the mailing group for this 

POI: is the motion to approve spending or 

design? Design 

Buy The Walls of HB to support this project 

PASSES 

 

Discussions: 

The building will be finished enough to start 

school but not completely done 

The first day of entrance will almost 

certainly be September 3rd 

Virtual tour second week of august 

Transition committee is open to feedback 

on last day of school for uniqueness 

mailto:casey.robinson@apsva.us
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Say ideas now or pass them along to other 

involved teachers 

Are wheely-chairs set? Yeah 

Group painting before we leave new 

building 

Are walls still each a different color? Yes, 

vibrantly colorful building, like our current 

building 

Last day spray paint the walls? Consensus 

says safely not 

Last day people stay behind and walk 

around? Don’t stay too long 

Are ceiling tiles all being replaced? Not 

replaced unless already painted 

Maybe one last group picture? 

Will the new building have the standard 

tiles? In the classrooms we will have these 

Some spaces are too new-tech to have 

ceiling tiles 
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Suggestion to make a mark: sign the inside 

of your locker 

No paint, don’t make a mess because the 

custodians would have to deal with it 

Are the custodians moving with us? Yes 

Are they painting over the locker interiors? 

Nah, they’re being replaced 

They’re going to completely tear out lockers 

and replace them 

taking lockers is ok? Casey will let us know 

later 

Have identified a possible good space, can’t 

announce just yet 

Student parking has been a no since 

beginning 


